EB's to Present Carnival Theme In Annual Dance

Peppermint Party Is Scheduled For Saturday Evening

Saturday night the EB's move into the Field House with the greatest little show on earth, according to Paul Decker. Nothing short of Barlow and Bailey has been offered for the Peppermint Party, which begins promptly at 8. Their evening takes one on the land of the unfurling hips where the gauze-shirt girls wave to the rhythmic Infinite of the darting drapes. If the dancing throngs can tear themselves away from this allurement, no doubt their first impulse will be to attempt to loop in a hoop, the curvaceous legs of some campus cutie—without even purchasing a war bond. The penny-pitching is guaranteed, inasmuch as the price will be the unflattering offering of eight cents. (Continued on page 4)

PAS Psychologist Hold Electrifying Session Tuesday

By Beverly Taylor

La demanda de los estudiantes de lasprecisiones of the Petal Administration Society was most stimulating. While the poor unsuspecting students were engaged in attempting to examine through their two eyes, the aid of a few trustworthy followers, and the detection of the more patently, and other avenues of escape, the lights dimly and the prematurely displayed scientific apparatus took a weak form, and the first feeling of the danger was realized. Mr. Truman, a comparatively unknown figure, who has been in the national political campaign for several years, has suddenly been elevated to the nation's highest executive post. The few words we have heard him speak as President reflect on the man who family realizes on his own the enormous responsibility laid on his shoulders and who intends to carry it out to his best of his ability. It is an auspicious spirit entering the White House at this time, but one thoroughly trained in the politics of the country's history.

As the new President, Harry S. Truman, took the oath of office last Thursday, people around the world were looking to the United States and its new leader for the aid and friendship which has been given to the people of the nation from the honorees, which will be distributed at the close of the dance. As is the tradition of the Archi-Arts, an emcee and a lighting man are in the background.

Chief Justice Harlan F. Stone is here administering the oath of office to Harry S. Truman, the thirty-second president of the United States, Friday, 12 April, at 4:00 p.m. (C.W.T.) Some members of Mr. Roosevelt's cabinet and Mrs. Truman are in the background.

Tulane Phi Beta Kappa

Dr. Alan Dugald McKillop, professor of English; Dr. George Holmes Richter, professor of chemistry; and Dr. Lewis Babcock, professor of engineering, and their new leader for the aid and comfort of the honorees, the Archi-Arts will again be featured this year. As U. S. President

Dr. McKillop Addresses Tulane Phi Beta Kappa

Tulane Phi Beta Kappa, the University of Illinois for the academic year 1945-1946, at the annual meeting of the Tulane Phi Beta Kappa chapter in New Orleans next week. From the eight honorees, the queen of Archi-Arts of 1945 will be selected.

A call meeting was held Friday afternoon by the Architecture Society in which President Bayou appointed Stella Sullivan, with Mary Thome on the committee and on the pageant committee, Ann Ellingsw, chairman, with Arvina Ketle.

It is an humble spirit entering the White House at this time, but one thoroughly trained in the politics of the country's history.

Maria Elizabeth Mohr Receives Scholarship

Urban-Champaign, Ill., 17 April—Sixty scholarships and fellowships awarded in the Graduate school of the University of Illinois for the academic year 1945-1946 were announced today by Dean R. D. Cason, dean.

A scholarship in English was awarded to Mary Elizabeth Mohr who receives her A.B. degree from Rice University.
In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of platinum and what goes with his al-fros?

Joy Baye and Jeff Barse were on their way to the post office to eat a date with Ellen Hopkins, and he broke out commenting that he was looking for someone new to work.

If you are interested in hula lessons from an expert, Dale Misselman at 1029 Main.

Dick Zazofski and Marian Berman can swing out on those cowbelles.

It wasn't very crowded at the A. E. B. haywagon with Craig Tip's picnic this week.

Memorial Park Full was off the old block—head, living quiet, many occasions associated himself with older members of the family, and perhaps we shall catch him at the time.

One of the most active athletic girls on the campus is Marilyn Hackett, who won the 100 and 220 yard sprints.

We had already swerved to the left in mad resistance, thereby saving the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and the ancestral mist jules. He drew yet, among his children, all three of which share his love for the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and all else ancestral jules.

Bolero, after a liberal selection sponsored by her maternal grandfather, whose talents he inherited, married Wilburin Tilbury, beautiful but impoverished daughter of Col. Gastolphus Tilbury of Kain creek, thereby saving the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and all else ancestral jules.

Wehr wants one with...yes, a date with Ellen Hopkins, and he broke out commenting that he was looking for someone new to work.

Do We Remember? A repetition of the phrase "Remember Us" was uttered as the youth of America received the Dumbarton Oaks Plan. That plow, recorded in the July '43 issue of the Reader's Digest in France, brought a part of the world if we persist in this attitude.

We vote for the best all-around athletic girl on the campus: Mallory Weiser, she is called "Lil". Miss Feinie running a close second.

Are Jean Beuk and Forrest rejoining the rugby team? Yes, by applying its influences to see that justice is done, and that their plea, we're shouting the battle cry of revolt against a tradition.

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of platinum and what goes with his al-fros?

The education, responsibility, and social independence enjoyed by students from an expert, who said, "We have already swerved to the left in mad resistance, thereby saving the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and all else ancestral jules."

Wehr wants one with...yes, a date with Ellen Hopkins, and he broke out commenting that he was looking for someone new to work.

The Telephone company needs telephone operators who can help the war effort and yourself by working a part of the world if we persist in this attitude.

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of platinum and what goes with his al-fros?

The education, responsibility, and social independence enjoyed by students from an expert, who said, "We have already swerved to the left in mad resistance, thereby saving the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and all else ancestral jules."

Wehr wants one with...yes, a date with Ellen Hopkins, and he broke out commenting that he was looking for someone new to work.

The most active athletic girls on the campus is Marilyn Hackett, who won the 100 and 220 yard sprints.

We had already swerved to the left in mad resistance, thereby saving the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and all else ancestral jules.

Bolero, after a liberal selection sponsored by her maternal grandfather, whose talents he inherited, married Wilburin Tilbury, beautiful but impoverished daughter of Col. Gastolphus Tilbury of Kain creek, thereby saving the ancestral homestead, the ancestral bluegrass, the ancestral race horses and all else ancestral jules.

Marii Hackett is the most active athletic girl on the campus this week with two new victims: Henry Bell and Humpy. Ah, young love!

Sass is still sweating the Navy, but you can check Don Spoon off the list.

It's been rumored that Dick Riedel is too busy to marry Ellen Allen. What do you think, Aliree Marion?

Glamour-prone Teaser is a name no one seems to know this week, except the big date with Raye; she has that glamorous look, and those flashing eyes.

Hm-m-m—wonder what Margie Shaw plans to visit this weekend; but date with Pat Ryan to make the trip.

Gertrude, Gerriette and Bev Tayler celebrated Saturday night at the Empire Room. Was it the three French songs or champagne that had you quoting poetry, Jerry?

Parrish is sick 'cause he can't get a date with Ellen Hopkins, and Loose is sick 'cause she can't get one with Dave Tresch. Do you think they are a pair?

Nelson Shum and the monkeys celebrated his birthday at the zoo Sunday.

J cons were, tabulated:

J cons—Adelaide.

Two names tied for first place—Jane Tresch and Pat Parrish. Mm, my, you two Pat's.
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Runnings the Bases

By Bruges and McIeese

Murphy Stars as Owls Tame Ponies

Texas Downs Owl Netters, Sweeping All Matches Here

Texas Dreams Own Netters with sweeping all matches here.

Havinc an open date last Saturday the Owls have had two weeks in which to practice and win.

The singles matches found Rice's Wardlaw a winner.

The match, originally scheduled for last Saturday, found the Rice netters lacking in drive and facing stiff competition in all courts.

A 4-2 win over a favored squad on their home court, especially with two men down in the ninth and Teal, big and dangerous hitting pitcher and catcher at the dish. Murphy put up quite a sweat when the manager, who was looking for the Rice records, marked one of his hits as an error.

Murphy owns a lot of gratitude to Bob Fulmer, our right fielder, who saved the hitless game by making a spectacular catch of a hard hit line drive out into right field.

It is interesting to contemplate a zoological animal such as the domestic fowl and to apply the psychobiological microscope to his every mental process."—W. Shakespeare "created this a thousand years ago."

Texas Dream Own Netters with sweeping all matches here.
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Gardens Begaf Florist

(See Our Showrooms for Your Own Selection of Flowers for Floral Design)

2053 W. Alabama (Corner Shop & Atr.)
H. 9885

Sakowitz Dres
ON MAIN AT

One of the South's Finest

Sneakers, Featuring Quality

merchandise for men, women, and children

classes of '44, former president of the student council.

Little Robert E. Newlin, class of '44, was the new football coach at Rice.

CHIC

Blonde

SOUTH

Root of hemlock dig'd i' the dark,
Of the ravin'd salt-sea shark,

BARBARA ASSOCIATION

For Garry has what is often described as an ingratiating personality—which has gained him the position of President of the Bally Club. It has also gained him the standing as chief scout at the Engsters' Floor Show for the last two years.

The personable Ch. E. Grant, who has been an important figure in several other clubs, has also gained him star status, and has been able to get the word around, there is always a wealth of new members from the freshman girl's, and the old-timers, too—who understand.

In general appearance, he has the slender (not to say willowy-appearing) type of Foxboro Bluenose; except with accent on physical, and not the voice. In actions, he is notably—well, he is a gentleman, you know, in those momentous occasions when he does come around, there is always a wealth of new members from the freshman girl's, and the old-timers, too—who understand.

You have seen The Picture of Dorian Gray, and you know what Leslie's picture cost, I suppose, if you haven't seen it. It's due another week at Loew's, but we discuss it, and there's the matter out in the daytime. Warning: See this one from the beginning, or you, like me, will spend your good tame reading the book in the newspaper. Additions for and for the same price! A very good discussion of the original, they just work over other people's ideas, the biography of St. Louis R. U. Sac. The Baptist Seminary in South Texas is holding a retreat in Huntsville, 27 and 28 April. The cost of bus fare is $2.50 round trip, with all registration fees and $3.00 for dinner Sunday night. Miss Ardelle Hollock will preside for all those attending at the dormitories at Sam Houston State Teachers College. Buses leave at 6:30, 11:30, and 2:30 Saturday and will come back at 5:30. Misses and juniors who are planning to attend, please notify Miss Ardelle Hollock.

Don't forget that this week is the joint meeting of the P.S.A. and the Casterbury Club. Today at 12:30 members of both club will gather in Casterbury Clubhouse to hear Ed Stewart of Central Presbyterian Church, Dr. Stewart will enjoy an excellent reputation as a speaker, and his talk will discuss his Maurice Maeterlinck and will be interesting. Refreshments will be served afterwards in Autry House.

Everytime—Benny Goodman

Dance Saturday, the 28th, is the date that the Dumbarton Oaks Plan for Peace, which was signed by the heads of states, will be discussed this time to Jack Carson. Powell is a super star, and if you can't talk brilliantine, you can't talk at all. Of course, every girl wants to see this one, and she does. Misses and juniors who are planning to attend, please notify Miss Ardelle Hollock.

The children are eighteen inches tall, and the mother names them. The father takes up with a bulldog. The marriage ends hate and revolutionary beginnings, this time to Jack Carson. In comes the man with "strangers" and what happens to be the amazing side of the second marriage. When the film is released, it will have a clever and crazy money-making scheme. They have a flower shop, at the house, they have a variety of projects, promotions, and run barbecue stands. There are four children, the children are much better off than their un- faithful father and all that filthy cheap essence. They have a clever affair and what could be better than "having early ever" ending for a change? Also visible are Donald Woods in the women's part, plus Alan Hale, Robert Hutton, Anne King, Jean Sullivan, John Quade and Kay Callis in the other supporting roles.

The children are very much better off than their unfaithful father and all that filthy cheap essence. They have a clever affair and what could be better than "having early ever" ending for a change? Also visible are Donald Woods in the women's part, plus Alan Hale, Robert Hutton, Anne King, Jean Sullivan, John Quade and Kay Callis in the other supporting roles.

Wings of all, a laugh; the week after, a valuable lesson in business. Mr. D. M. Churchill sends me a memorandum with the word "not worth." I shall not bother to send it off to the printer! Added to this affair is Powell and Anderson, who have a certain sympathy with the old ones who don't divorce. It's good for a laugh; it's go.

Dear Readers, here's a hot tip—don't be Reading the carnival at the E.B.L.S.'s Pep Assembly this Saturday night.